2020 US Open
28 FEB 2020
Seniors / Men -87kg / Contestants: 20

Round of 32  Round of 16  Quarter Finals  Semi Finals  Final  Semi Finals  Quarter Finals  Round of 16  Round of 32

(1) STEWART Jordan (CAN)
HOVANIAN Stefano panos (CAN)
DANIA Greg (USA)
GRESHAM Thomas (USA)
TATLONGHARI Mason (USA)

(2) LLANOS Hansel (USA)
(3) ANN Aasan (USA)
DEFAIK Waldeck (FIR)
HANKS Jacob (USA)
DARQUEA Franz (USA)
BROWN Randall (USA)

(4) PILIPODVIC Miros (NOR)
(5) EL KHARZAZI Mohammed (USA)
ASHBY Joshua (USA)
ISAACS Amos (USA)
HERNANDEZ Felix (USA)
NGUYEN Viet (USA)
NEWMAN Mauricio (USA)

JORDAO TEIXERA Danilo (BRA)
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2020 US Open
28 FEB 2020
Seniors / Men +87kg / Contestants: 14

Round of 16
Quarter Finals
Semi Finals
Final
Semi Finals
Quarter Finals
Round of 16

Legend:
RSC: Win by Referee Stop Contest
PTG: Win by Point Gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DSQ: Win by Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Double Withdrawal
R: Round
(x) Seed
PTF: Win by Final Score
GDP: Win by Golden Points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive Declaration
DDB: Double Disqualification for unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification
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2020 US Open
28 FEB 2020
Seniors / Women -46kg / Contestants: 9

Round of 16  Quarter Finals  Semi Finals  Final  Semi Finals  Quarter Finals  Round of 16

(1) RODRIGUEZ Monique (USA)

HAUGEN Veronica (NOR)

LAPONTE Naomie (CAN)

(2) GUIMARAES Dangela (BRA)

BEZANSON Ellie (USA)

LECLERCQ Karine (USA)

(3) JOVIC Teodora (SRB)

MORI VIDOTTO Renata (BRA)

MCHAMED Naila (CAN)
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2020 US Open
28 FEB 2020
Seniors / Women -67kg / Contestants: 14

Round of 16
Quarter Finals
Semi Finals
Final
Semi Finals
Quarter Finals
Round of 16

(1) JELIC Matea (CRO)

LEWIS Cheyenne (USA)

GALLO Larissa obelia (USA)

ADAMS Rebecca (USA)

HERCULANO Gabriela (BRA)

SHIPMAN Alyah (HAI)

(2) PAGNOTTA Melissa (CAN)

LACELLE Melanie (CAN)

(3) WIET HENIN Magda (FRA)

DIAZ Melanie (USA)

SULPICE-TIMOTHEE S'am (FRA)

HUSSEY Tara (USA)

(4) JOHANSSON Elin (SWE)

LEGEND
RSC: Win by Referee Stop Contest
PTG: Win by Point Gap
SUP: Win by Superiority
DSQ: Win by Disqualification
DQB: Win by Disqualification for unsportsmanlike behavior
DWR: Double Withdrawal
R: Round
PTF: Win by Final Score
GDP: Win by Golden Points
WDR: Win by Withdrawal
PUN: Win by Punitive Declaration
DDB: Double Disqualification for unsportsmanlike behavior
DDQ: Double Disqualification
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